Medical Fitted Furniture

Specialist Rooms

Setting the standards for
specialist clinical areas
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Welcome
Stirling Medical & Scientific Ltd. are passionate about helping you
provide the best possible healthcare environment for nursing and
healthcare support staff. The photographs on the following pages
are all from projects that we have worked on and we hope will help
stimulate ideas of what could work well for you too.

Let us help you get it right first time.
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CARDIOLOGY

CARDIOLOGY

Cardiology
Having equipment well organised and in exactly the right place
can make the difference between life and death in this important
area of the hospital. Systeméd components have been designed with
professional help from consultants to make these rooms as efficient
as possible.
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CARDIOLOGY

CARDIOLOGY

Basildon Hospital
Detail

Tall cabinet run incorporating
HTM71 accessories,
telescopic catheter holders,
large basket for boxed
catheters and tall corner unit

Adjustable shelves for balloon boxes

Hemel
Hempstead Hospital

Watford General Hospital
Tall cabinet runs with solid doors
providing economical and
efficient storage

Extensive range of
accessories available for a
multitude of different
size stock

Basildon Hospital
HTM71 high density modular
storage behind with Systeméd
aluminium framed glass doors

Watford General Hospital
Open fronted cabinets with telescopic large
storage baskets for boxed catheter storage
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Detail
Push-on shelf dividers to create variable size pigeon hole slots
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CARDIOLOGY

CARDIOLOGY

Broomfield Hospital
Tambour door cabinets are a
popular choice for catheter labs
allowing for full access to stock
without door swing restriction

Harefield Hospital
Frameless glass doors branded
with the hospital artwork transfers

Harefield Hospital
High density mobile catheter
hanging units

Detail
Telescopic ‘In-line’ catheter holders
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THEATRE

THEATRE

Theatre
The hospital theatre is an intense environment with critical life changing
procedures taking place almost every day and night.
It is very important that the ancillary rooms: anaesthetic rooms, theatre
stores, preparation areas, scrub rooms and recovery are well equipped
and designed to assist operating theatre staff with their critical functions.
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THEATRE

THEATRE

Private Cancer Centre
Popular theatre cabinet set
up with extended worktop
providing workstation areas

University Hospital Southampton
The theatre environment needs to be easy
to clean and bright with good lighting and
efficient storage systems for medical stock

University Hospital
Southampton
IPS systems to suit all
sink sizes and types

Holly House Hospital
Northwick Park
Hospital

It is often surprising what
needs to be stored in a very
small space. Efficient storage
systems are essential
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This project combined
efficient HTM71 mobile
storage cabinets along
with fixed bench and
wall cabinets. The use
of mobile cabinets can
suit some procedures
allowing the stock
to be nearer to the
patient bedside if
required
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THEATRE

THEATRE
Royal Marsden Hospital
Theatre store with wire shelving
bays on mobile base and track
system to maximise storage
capacity

Northwick Park Hospital
Theatre scrub room with Easyrail
clinical shelving system

Private Hospital
Trespa compact grade
worktops can be shaped to
suit operating requirements
as shown here below the
surgeons panel

Portsmouth
Theatre changing room with staff
lockers, changing cubicles and
changing benches

University Hospital
Southampton
Systeméd bench mounted
smooth tambour door
anaesthetic cabinets are
the ultimate choice for the
modern theatre
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PHARMACY

PHARMACY

Pharmacy
This could be described as the nerve centre of a hospital and needs to
be functional and efficient with clear workflows.
Larger hospital improvements to the pharmacy will often include the
installation of a robot and planning will be needed to create benching
and cabinets to help maximise the benefits available.
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PHARMACY

PHARMACY
Ealing General Hospital
Tall pigeon hole units creating
a final storage island as close
as possible to the porter pick
up area

Southmead Hospital
Main pharmacy dispensary

St George’s Hospital
Main pharmacy dispensary
area showing the main
dispensing and checking
benches and ward pigeon
hole units in the background

Wycombe General Hospital
High density Esplan pharmacy units
on slide-a-side bases

Broomfield Hospital
Main dispensary area with bulk storage
bays in the background

Private Hospital
Out-patients side of dispensing window
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PHARMACY

PHARMACY
Southmead Hospital
Tall HTM71 island storage units

Royal Marsden

Private Hospital

Wall mounted Esplan storage units

Attractive wood effect hatchway with
matching countertop

Private Hospital
HTM71 storage cabinets under
counter top

Broomfield Hospital
Wycombe General Hospital

Shaped benching to suit
staff movement patterns

Island benching with Harley bin cabinet
and pigeon hole units to one end
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A&E

A&E

A&E
The A&E area is a very demanding environment where intense use and
rapid stock turnaround times are the norm. Robust storage systems are
essential and Systeméd cabinets have been developed to withstand
the rigours of constant use.
Open fronted cabinets are often chosen for these areas to aid visual
access and stock retrieval.
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A&E

A&E

A&E Urgent Care Room
HTM71 cabinets along with IPS system

Acute Hospital
Staff base area with tambour door wall cabinets to
allow full access when required

Acute Hospital

St George’s Hospital

Tall power charging
cabinet with power
points to the front for
easy access

Resuscitation area showing a
variety of storage requirements

Royal Free
HTM71 tall cabinet storage with
worktop for hot desking requirements

Queen Elizabeth
Hospital
Assessment room

Walk-in
Clinic
Examination
area with the
Systeméd
consultant
sink base
unit featuring
a moulded
solid surface
worktop with
waterfall
edge detail
to contain
splashes
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LAB

LAB

Lab
The hospital laboratory areas are often tucked away in a remote location
of the hospital with staff working long and hard in often cramped
conditions which do not conform to current containment standards.
Systeméd components will greatly assist you in bringing new standards
to these areas.
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LAB

LAB
St George’s
Hospital
Island unit built around
half height stud wall with
internal power supply

Parkside
Hospital
Trespa Toplab
Plus benching
with mobile and
fixed base units

St George’s Hospital

Holly House

Main pathology laboratory with mobile
base cabinets

Intensive working areas

Holly House
600mm high wall cabinets over bench
mounted equipment
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Imaging
Patients are often apprehensive in these areas, especially on the first
visit and it is important to make the room as relaxing as possible with
careful choice of colours. MRI furniture needs to be non-ferrous
because of the magnetic fields involved in the procedures.
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IMAGING

IMAGING
Royal Marsden
Hospital Chelsea
Royal Marsden
Hospital, Sutton

Linac treatment room
including wash hand
station, laser cupboard
and coil cabinet

Bespoke coil cabinet to
suit client requirements

Royal Marsden
Hospital, Sutton
Coloured wall and base
units

Private Hospital
Dark wood effect cabinets
provide an interesting contrast to
the white colour theme

Private Hospital
White colour scheme with wide drawer
unit for long items

The Shard, Private Patients
White Systeméd tall cabinets providing efficient and subtle storage
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OUTPATIENTS

OUTPATIENTS

Outpatients
Consulting rooms should be well equipped, good looking and functional.
Achieving the right balance with greatly compliment the consultants
task and help the patient relax with confidence.
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OUTPATIENTS

OUTPATIENTS
Holly House Hospital
Private Hospital
Typical treatment room
layout with workstation,
cabinets, IPS and treatment
couch

Beverage cabinets in patient
waiting area

Harley street
Consulting room with cabinets in wood effect finish to
match desking and other room furniture

Royal Marsden
Chemotherapy treatment pod with the
Hilton medical supply unit

The Shard, Private Outpatients
Typical treatment room with HTM71 storage units

Private Clinic, London
Patient treatment room with IPS unit
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PATIENT BEDROOMS

Patient
Bedrooms
Studies have established that a pleasant environment will aid the
healing process and patient bedrooms need to be designed with this
in mind.
Medical supply units, bedhead areas, patient wardrobes, en-suite
facilities are all important and need to be to be good looking yet
functional to make the task of nursing the patient back to health quicker.
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PATIENT BEDROOMS

PATIENT BEDROOMS

Royal Marsden, Private Patients
Attractive built-in patient wardrobes in wood
effect finish alongside standard IPS system

Guy’s
Cancer
Centre
Patient
bedrooms
fitted out with
full height
wardrobes

Southampton
University
Hospital
Wood effect carcasses
and coloured doors
were used in these
patient bedrooms.
Cabinet set included
provision for garment
hanging and storage
basket with shaped
Trespa worktop for
mobile fridge unit

Private Hospital,
London
Bespoke medical supply
unit bedhead with uplight
and decorative glazed
panel above

Southampton
University
Hospital
Haematology unit
bedroom featuring
medical walling system
with built in gas and
air system, concealed
bin and IPS with colour
matching cabinetry
alongside
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Private
Hospital
London
New patient
bedroom wardrobe
with internal
mirror and clothes
hanging rail
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Admin /
Research
Desking needs to be designed to suit the function that the area is
going to be used for, taking into account correct working heights and
worktop depths and over-bench shelving requirements.
We offer a full range of desking solutions from a simple worktop on
support legs to a full desking system with cable management, power
solutions and screens.
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ADMIN / RESEARCH

ADMIN / RESEARCH

St. Mary’s Hospital
Easyrail clinical shelving system
with no holes or slots making it
a favourite choice for Infection
control in clinical areas. Worktop
supported on chrome legs

Royal Marsden Hospital
Control room featuring Marmoleum inlay worktops with
solid wood bullnose fronts and mobile base units

Royal Free Hospital
Wood effect HP laminate worktop
supported on cantilever legs
and wall shelving supported on
spur-type uprights and brackets

Private Hospital
Attractive combination of white desking
with wood effect cabinetry

Private Hospital

Biomedical
Research
Unit,
Southampton

Central control room area

This project
comprised
combining a
standard desking
system along with
bespoke-shaped
desk tops and
cabinetry to allow
maximum space
utilisation around
large fixed circular
columns
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WARD

Ward
The hospital ward is an intense area where clinical help is combined with
personal care alongside the challenges of running a 24-hour service
with staff rotas and handover routines, to ever changing patient needs
and ever changing patient requirements.
Staff need drugs and consumables stored correctly to operate efficiently
with minimum stress, and Systeméd HTM71 cabinets are essential.
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WARD

WARD
Royal Marsden

QEQM Hospital

Systeméd drug cabinets include the option for rear door
storage to help reduce the incidence of medicines being
left at the back of the shelf and going past use-by dates

Typical clean utility with CD inner
cabinet and swing glide drawers
for efficient storage

Queen Elizabeth Hospital
Ward dirty utility room

QEQM Hospital
Highgate Hospital

Large equipment storage area with
hideaway door system

St Mary’s
Hospital

Staff base area with shaped worktop

Ward store room
with Systeméd
tall cabinets to
help staff with
stock access and
organisation

Private
Cancer
Centre
Clean utility with
Systeméd glass
door storage units

Lister Hospital
Reduced height mobile tall storage cabinets
to allow movement between rooms if required.
(Note: mobile tall cabinets are not designed to
be used like trolleys)
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WARD

WARD

Hammersmith
Hospital
Storage units
with built in trolley
parking bay

Sutton Hospital
Conveniently located staff base area

Southampton University
Hospital
Dirty utility room

Southampton
University Hospital
Drug preparation area
with colour-coded staff
working areas

Royal Marsden
Staff kitchen
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MATERNITY

Maternity
Birthing areas in hospitals should feel like home: they should be warm
and inviting, yet maintain the clinical standards required to help ensure
the safe arrival of the new-born child and well-being of the mother.
Emergency resuscitation equipment should be nearby and instantly
accessible if required.
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MATERNITY

MATERNITY

Hammersmith Hospital
New birthing rooms with hide-away
folding bed and patient wardrobe

Queen Elizabeth Hospital
Hand wash unit with solid surface sink top and
removable panels above for servicing

Hammersmith Hospital
Resuscitaire housing unit and IPS panel in
matching wood effect colour

University Hospital
Lewisham
New birthing suites with bespoke
furniture
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CHILDREN’S

CHILDREN’S

Children’s
A child’s visit to hospital can be a traumatic experience. Providing an
interesting environment using bright colours is key in helping children
relax, which in turn also helps the hospital staff work efficiently in
giving care.
The Systeméd Jump range comprises an assortment of the four primary
colours with optional colour co-ordinated handles.
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CHILDREN’S

CHILDREN’S
Children’s Cancer centre
Play area with fitted furniture

Broomfield Hospital
Bespoke theming on desk panelling
for children’s ward

Private Children’s Hospital
Jump range units with colour
recessed handles

Private Hospital
Children’s treatment
room

Children’s
Cancer Centre
Treatment room
including inset sink
unit

Royal Marsden
Children’s play area
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A

ABS Support Wall System						
Aluminium Framed Glass Doors					

15, 16, 42, 50
08, 50

B

Boxing to Ceiling Panels						
10, 16, 17,
Bin Units								22, 52

M

Marmoleum In-lay Worktops 					46
Medical Supply Units						38, 42, 43
Medical Wall & IPS System						
51, 52
Mobile Racking							16
Mobile Storage Units						15, 51

N

Non-ferrous Storage Units						34, 35

C

Cantilever Worktop Support Legs 				
26, 30, 47
Cantilever Worktop Support Brackets				
16, 17
Catheter Storage Basket						08
Catheter Storage Rails						10, 11
Changing Room Furniture						16
Controlled Drug Storage						15, 27, 51
Coil Cabinets							34, 35

O

Office Desking							46, 47					

P

Pigeon Hole Units							20, 22, 61

R

D

Drug & Medicine Storage						21, 23, 27, 50, 52						

Rear Door Storage 							50
Racking								16, 21

E

S

Esplan Pharmacy Storage Units					
18, 21, 22
Easyrail Shelving System						16, 47
Equipment Charging						26

F

Frame Worktop Supports						31, 46
Flammable Cabinets						27
Fridge Shelf								38
Folding Bed Units							56

G

Glass Doors								04, 08, 09, 11, 50

Scrub-up Sink							16
Shelf Dividers							09
Shelving								16, 44, 47
Sinks									53, 61
Slide-a-side Storage						16, 21
Sloping Tops								09, 15, 36, 50
Slop Hopper 								15, 51
Solid Grade Laminate Worktops					
17, 28, 30, 31
Solid Surface Worktops						
14, 34, 39, 52
Swing Glide Drawers						
14, 15, 38, 51
Systeméd High Density Storage					
04, 08, 16, 50

T

H

High Pressure Laminate Worktops				
44, 47, 53, 61
HTM71 Storage Units						04, 16

Tambour Doors							10, 14, 17, 27, 60
Taps									16, 27, 35, 42, 51
Telescopic Runners							15, 23, 50

I

V

IPS									27, 35, 43, 51
Island Bench								20, 22, 23
Island Worktop Supports						31

L

Labelling Systems							08, 50
Lockers								16
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Virseal IPS 								35, 51, 54, 56

W

Wash Hand Basins & Units						
26, 35, 56
Wardrobes								40, 42, 43, 56
Worktop Support Brackets						16, 17
Worktop Support Legs						26, 30, 47
Worktop Support Posts						30
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London
Unit 3 Crayside, Five Arches Business Estate, Maidstone Road, Sidcup, Kent DA14 5AG
020 8699 8993

North
Unit 3, Estate Road 8, South Humberside Industrial Estate, N.E. Lincs DN31 2TG
01472 267 895

www.stirlingmedical.co.uk
enquiries@stirlingmedical.co.uk

Stirling Medical & Scientific Ltd. 2020. Systeméd, Esplan and Virseal are registered trademarks and remain the exclusive right of Stirling Medical & Scientific Ltd.
No use of these brands or images in this book are entered into without the express written permission of Stirling Medical & Scientific Ltd.
Due to lighting conditions and the reprographic process, there may be some slight difference in colouration of the actual products in the photographs.
As part of our programme of continuous improvement, Stirling Medical & Scientific Ltd. reserve the right to change and update products without prior notice.

